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The ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘for whom’ of PLC’s in South-Africa

• Educational outcomes in SA have lagged behind that of peers in the region 
and internationally.

• The South African DBE has identified CPTD particularly PLCs, as key to 
improving educational outcomes

• A planning framework  developed - ISPFTED 2011-2025  

• PLCs promote collaboration and peer learning which are indicators of effective 
PD 

• Educators in PLCs take control of their own professional development

• PLCs help educators find autonomy, a sense of belonging, increase their 
confidence and improve their level of competence.

• PLCs positively influence teachers’ teaching strategies, and thus have 
potential to improve education for all learners
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Lessons of experience

Certain key messages have come out of South Africa and are confirmed by 
local and international research

• All educational stakeholders have to play their part 

• PLCs focus and constellation can be varied 

• PLCs are needs-driven and this adds to motivation.

• PLCs require mutual trust and respect and lead to collaboration

• Collective responsibility for students’ learning

• Facilitation of sessions – requires particular skills including directing 
proceedings, enabling participation and coordinating sessions



Lessons of experience

To get to high functioning PLCs, our research shows:

• the need for an initial push from officials to kick start PLCs,

• that PLCs need to meet regularly to be more effective
• that Departments and NGOs can support PLCs to use data-driven 

approaches such as error analysis, lesson study and action research 

• Departmental officials can encourage PLCs to invite experts who can 
provide input on certain difficult topics or, can use their own content 
expertise to support a PLC to consider new approaches



Innovation and the future

VVOB South Africa continues to support the DBE to increase the 
number of PLCs (quantity) and improve their performance (quality).

This is being done through the use of innovative methods including:

• Pamphlets

• Videos

• Online courses
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The other set of online courses are based on the Covid pandemic and are two courses so 
far, one targeting educators and the other SMTs. 

1. PLCs in response to COVID-19 for Educators: 

o who want to establish PLCs to learn around COVID-related topics, or, 

o who want to include learning around COVID-related topics in their existing PLCs.

2. PLCs in response to COVID-19 for SMTs: 

o who want to establish PLCs to learn around COVID-related topics, or, 

o who want to include learning around COVID-related topics in their existing PLCs.
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